Position Title: Star Legacy Peer Companion
Team: Peer Companion
Reports to: Kelly Pulford, Kelly@starlegacyfoundation.org
Position Type: Volunteer
Location: Anywhere

Purpose: To give back to newly bereaved families, helping them as they navigate their life after the loss of their baby. Peers can be parents, grandparents or extended family members who have experienced the loss of a baby and are in a good place with their own grief.

Responsibilities:

- Attend two yearly online trainings
- Be willing to reach out via phone, text, or email to a new loss parent in an appropriate and respectful way
- Occasionally check back in with the parent as situation dictates
- Respond to peer requests (typically via email) and reach out to peer match within two days of accepting match
- Represent Star Legacy Foundation and its mission during all interactions with the new loss family

Outcomes: What are the goals for peer companionsing

- Helping New loss families to not feel alone
- Honor your own baby by helping another family with their loss

Qualifications: Prior to taking on this role you must...

- Complete Code of Conduct
- Complete the Volunteer form
- Be at least a year out from your own loss
- Be in a good place with your own grief

Star Legacy will help by....:

- Supporting you however needed: caring for team members, helping find additional resources for new loss family, support you as the peer